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This guide summarises the various tax aspects a UK individual should consider when 
investing in woodlands and forestry in the Republic of Ireland (ROI).  

Introduction 

The main principles for taxation of woodlands and forestry are whether or not they are 
owned, occupied and managed on a commercial basis with a view to the realisation of 
profits. Many of the current tax reliefs are not available if the woodlands are regarded as 

amenity woodlands or the activities are not being carried on with a view to making a profit. 
Assuming, therefore, there is commercial activity then the following tax incentives and 
benefits are available and fall within the various taxes that this guide will cover including 
Income Tax (IT), Capital Gains Tax (CGT) and Inheritance Tax (IHT).  

The information included in this document is for guidance only and you should consult a 

professional adviser to assess how the regulations may apply in your own circumstances. 
It is assumed the individual investing in woodlands and forestry is both UK resident and 
domiciled for taxation purposes.   

1. UK resident and domiciled individual investing in woodlands

in the ROI

Income and Corporation Taxes Act 1988

Section 53 (4)

(a) Income tax will not be charged on any income arising from the occupation of
commercial woodlands, ie the sale of standing timber. Also there will be no income
tax on the increase in the value of the trees during ownership of the commercial

woodlands. Nevertheless other income, such as rents, sporting rents, short
rotation coppices and the sale of Christmas trees will be taxable.  These are
regarded as trading activities and short term projects and any tax liability on these
activities will be calculated in accordance with UK legislation.

A double taxation convention exists between the UK and ROI to try and negate a

double taxation charge on the same income, i.e. income taxed in both the UK and
ROI. Article 8 of the double tax convention notes income from immoveable
property including agriculture and forestry can be taxable in the country in which
the property is located.

Please note however any income tax suffered by the individual in the ROI cannot
be offset against their UK tax liability as a whole, as the tax credit is only

deductible against UK income tax arising from the same trade. As net income from
the occupation of commercial woodlands is exempt from UK income tax, no tax

liability will arise in the UK for the tax credit to be offset against. In general any
income tax a suffered in the ROI cannot be reclaimed through the UK tax system.

It is our understanding however that the Irish Tax and Customs authorities
interpretation on the commercial occupation of woodlands in their country is very

similar to the UK in which it is generally deemed exempt from income tax up to
certain individual income limits. Separate tax advice should be taken to ensure the
appropriate tax legislation is adhered to in the ROI.

(b) Although the timber sales may not be taxable, there is no relief available for the
cost of assets used in the forestry, nor any woodland expenditure or interest on

loans for the purchase and management of those commercial woodlands.
Basically it is the net income that is exempt rather than the gross income.  The
sale of timber, firewood or woodland products within a woodland profit and loss
account may help to show that your woodland is being conducted on a commercial

basis.  “Woodlands” is not defined by statute and takes its ordinary meaning.  It
does not include orchards or nurseries where trees are grown for sale, ie
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Christmas trees, or coppices where trees are harvested repeatedly every few 

years.    

(c) Payments received under forestry grant schemes are not taxable.  However, grants

which are considered to be a substitute for farming income or as compensation
due to the change of the use of the land to forestry are taxable and will be subject
to the conditions detailed in (a) above.

2. Capital gains tax

Capital gains tax is calculated with reference to the individual’s country of
residency and for the purposes of this report, this is deemed to be the UK.
Therefore any capital gain made through an investment in woodlands in the ROI
will be taxed in accordance with UK CGT legislation.

The statute in relation to Capital Gains Tax comes from various sections of the
Taxation of Chargeable Gains Act 1992 and covers various aspects.

Section 250(A)

(a) The increase in value of felled or standing timber is free from CGT so that when
the commercial woodland or forest is sold the proceeds of the sale in respect of the

standing or felled timber are not subject to CGT.

Section 38

(b) CGT is assessable on the increase in value on the disposal of the woodland or
forestry land.    The disposal proceeds are divided into two whereby the crop
(standing timber) is sold and this is exempt. The capital gain is calculated by

taking the sale proceeds of the land, deducting the original cost of the land

(without any timber) and also deducting the expenses of purchase and sale.
Capital expenditure incurred during the occupation and ownership can also be
deducted.   The revenue expenditure on the establishment and the management of
the timber crop has had no relief for income tax or corporation tax and will have
no relief for CGT either.

(c ) CGT is not payable in respect of disposals on death.   This occurs when someone
dies and either the land is transferred to a beneficiary or the shares in the forestry
company are transferred to a beneficiary.

Sections 35 and 53

(d) To calculate the capital gain the taxpayer will need to know the original cost.  If
the asset was acquired prior to 31 March 1982 then the allowable cost for CGT
purposes will be the deemed market value at 31 March 1982.  If it was acquired

after this date, then the allowable cost will simply be the purchase price. This
results in only gains arising after 31 March 1982 being subject to CGT.

(e) The taxpayer, who is regarded as resident for tax purposes in any tax year has an

annual capital gains allowance and no CGT will be payable if the amount of capital
gain in any year is less than this sum. This increases on an annual basis and the
details are provided by the Government.    For 2015/16 the annual allowance is
£11,100.

(f) An individual basic rate taxpayer will only pay CGT at 18% but if such gain,

together with any income in the tax year takes them above the basic rate band,
which for 2015/16 is £32k, then CGT will be paid on the excess at 28%.
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(g) Entrepreneurs relief may be available. This is subject to strict criteria but assuming
the disposal is of land which was used for a commercial forestry activity, (i.e. a

commercial trade) was attached to a disposal of the whole or part of the trade and
provided the individual has owned the land for more than two years, and then such
relief should be available. CGT is payable at 10% on capital gains on the first £10m
of chargeable gain over an individual’s lifetime. There are other criteria for
company shareholders but such relief may still be available.

Sections 152 and 158 

(h) CGT arising as a result of the disposal of relevant business can be deferred where
the proceeds are reinvested in commercial forestry land, other land used for a

trade or other eligible assets in the period 12 months before and three years after
the date of sale.  This is called “rollover relief”.

(i) If full rollover relief is available the gain on the disposal of those business assets
can be deferred until ultimately the replacement land is sold. If the full proceeds
from the sale of the original business assets are not reinvested then the rollover
relief is reduced proportionately.

Section 165(9) 

(j) Should the taxpayer wish to make a gift of the commercial forestry land and the
appropriate election is made between the donor and the donee, then any CGT
arising on the commercial woodlands gifted is deferred until the gift is
subsequently sold by the donee. This is called “holdover relief”. Care needs to be
taken if the donee decides to move abroad and becomes non-resident in the UK as

tax could become payable by the donor.

(k) Woodlands which are not managed on a commercial basis are subject to the
normal CGT rules for non-business assets.

3. Inheritance tax

Inheritance tax (IHT) is calculated in accordance with the individual’s country of
domicile and for the purposes of this report, this is deemed to be the UK. Therefore
any IHT liability that arises of the death or lifetime transfer of woodlands in the
ROI will be subject to UK IHT legislation.

The statute in relation Inheritance Tax comes from the Inheritance Tax Act
1984

Sections 1 - 4

(a) Inheritance tax (IHT) is payable on certain lifetime transfers and on the value of

the estate at death.   Each year the Government considers the IHT threshold which
is currently £325k.   This means that if the value of a person’s chargeable estate,
together with any gifts made during the last seven years, is less than the threshold
there will be no IHT to pay on death.   However, if there is an excess then the tax
charge is 40% on the excess.

Sections 104, 105, 106 and 115

(b) The legislation in the UK provides for Business Property Relief (BPR) where
woodlands are managed on a commercial basis and have been owned for at least
two years immediately before a transfer either during lifetime or on death.   Proof

of commerciality is a necessity as HMRC often request evidence of this.
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(C) BPR reduces the value of the land and the standing timber so that no IHT liability

arises following the transfer on death or during lifetime. This relief has now been
extended include the ROI with effect from 22 April 2009.

Section 227

(d) Should a liability arise due to a transfer within the two years qualifying period, as a
result of death or otherwise, the donee should be able to pay any tax due over a
10-year period in equal instalments.

Section 229 

(e)  There is a special provision called Woodlands Relief (WR) for non-commercial
forestry transferred by individuals on death whereby the tax due and payable on
the growing timber in the UK, which obviously does not qualify for business

property relief or agricultural property relief, is paid when the proceeds for the sale
of timber are made some time in the future.

Sections 125 to 130 – relates specifically to woodlands

(f)  Such an election to defer tax on growing timber may be made by the deceased’s
executors within two years of death provided the deceased was beneficially entitled
throughout the five years preceding death or became so entitled by gift or
inheritance and where such an election has been accepted various provisions may

apply.

Double Taxation Conventions

(g) In addition to paying inheritance tax in the UK, the taxpayer may find they may

have to pay a similar tax in the ROI where the woodland is managed as a result of

the same event either death or a lifetime transfer. To avoid double taxation, a
credit may be allowed against any IHT (or equivalent) payable in the ROI or a
credit may be given by the Revenue authorities which may be offset against the
IHT liability in the UK arising from the same asset.

Taxation review 

Investment in woodland or forestry therefore does have tax relief potential both 

within the UK and the ROI. There are also benefits outside the UK and the ROI 
but beware of the DTC terms of that country with the UK.  You will note the 
reliefs available are not straightforward and a full professional review of the tax 
reliefs should be undertaken prior to purchase.    Also tax advice should be 
received before any sale or purchase is made to ensure that it is structured in 
such a way that all the reliefs available are properly used.    

This guide has been prepared by EQ, Chartered Accountants, Agricultural and 
Forestry tax specialists.  Although we make every effort to ensure the 
information provided is accurate and as up to date as possible, EQ cannot be held 
responsible for any action taken, or not taken, as a result of reading this guide. 
Users should take their own specific advice from their agents.    We are always 
happy to offer free, no obligation, initial consultations and often act on a 

consultancy basis only. We can also provide bookkeeping and accounting advice.   

Please contact a member of our agricultural and forestry team by email 
forestry@eqaccountants.co.uk.   

Let’s work together. 

Office address and telephone number:- 

Westby, 64 West High Street, Forfar, Angus  DD8 1BJ 
01307 474274  
www.eqaccountants.co.uk 

mailto:forestry@eqaccountants.co.uk
http://www.eqaccountants.co.uk/

